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About This Content

The re-engineered, multi-purpose Class 57 locomotive in special Rail Tours livery, with scenarios created for the Settle-Carlisle
route, is now available for Train Simulator.

Rebuilt from the Class 47, the Class 57s entered service in 1997 and are affectionately known as ‘Bodysnatchers’ or ‘Zombies’,
by virtue of their modification from the Class 47 body shell. There were 33 Class 57s produced between 1998 and 2004 by

Brush Traction at their Loughborough factory, and can still be seen on a number of mixed-traffic duties that include passenger
and charter services, snow trains and rescue duties for the likes of Direct Rail Services, First Great Western, Virgin Trains and

Network Rail.

The Class 57 for Train Simulator is available in Rail Tours Company maroon livery and features a number of exciting scenarios,
including rail tours along the famous and spectacular Settle to Carlisle line.

The Settle-Carlisle Add-On (available separately) is required to play the scenarios included with this add-on.
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Scenarios

Six scenarios for the Settle-Carlisle Line (also available on Steam).

Early Birds

Southern Bell

Special Request

The Statesman Duplicate

Stuck in the Middle

The Scottish Original

Key Features

Class 57 diesel locomotive in Rail Tours Company maroon livery

Rail Tours Company Mk1 coaches

Realistic cab interior and sounds

Quick Drive compatible
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 57 Rail Tour Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Oovee® Game Studios
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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This game was sent to me by the developer) I found this to be a fun yet short experiance Difficult yet rewarding and fun and
excellent for speed running. it's very much worth it's 2.99 price tag. Feel free to watch a video I created on it 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP3pnt5vuUQ. If you liked Grimrock and WoW, you'll love this. An old school dungeon
crawler with contemporary style gameplay is a great combination. I have a few complaints, but the core experience is solid.

Not only that, it's like $5 right now, just get it.. *meanwhile at CA studios*
all-in-one programmer-designer takes the basic roster of a germanic faction, copy pastes all the units to a 'newly created' Celtic
faction, adds to the new roster a bunch of regional units from another, random barbaric faction, gives d\u00ecldoes instead of
axes to the 'new' regional units, renames them d\u00ecldo-something infantry instead of axe-something infantry
>adds some pathetic factional ability which improves a feature already available to all factions in the game
>sends an e-mail to his superior; object:  heres your 8 euros dlc boss
>laughs, leaves the offices and goes to plough wh.ores in the suburbs of modern-day Wessex.. \udb40\udc21. Loaded
the game, and was greeted by some intro music and a black screen--that's it. Apparently many users have had the same
issue. Glad I didn't pay much for it.. This is one of the best horror games I've played and I've played a lot of horror
games, completing all the Outlast, Amnesia , Silent Hill, Visage etc etc. Set in the 1980's you play a man who has to
start searching his large suburban home for his wife's plane tickets. As you start to explore the house the creepiness
and tension start to rise with every slight sound and creek of the floorboards sending your paranoia through the roof;
is something about to happen, is something just around the corner, will I look down the corridor and see some
diabolical entity creeping toward me? It's great how a modern household setting can be so creepy. The graphics are
good and the environment is very interactive with almost everything in the house having the ability to be picked up and
examined. To progress through the game you need to find various items in the environment and perform certain
actions. The game has no manual save option instead saving automatically at key moments. If you die you will restart
at the previous auto save although it's not as grindy as it sounds. It seems a great deal of effort was put into the house
by the developers. The game is very similar to Visage although this is a finished product. People have complained of
bugs and glitches but I haven't experienced such issues and the game runs fairly smoothly on my average PC. For best
results, play with headphones and lights off. You may also learn some new cooking skills as you play.. I really dig the
graphics, the music and the story. The meta is also done tastefully I think. You will certainly enjoy it if the style
appeals to you. The gameplay mechanics are a bit simple for a game that technically qualifies as an actual roguelike
but that makes it ideal for a newcomer or someone looking for a more laid back game.. Very entertaining and
insightful! I already liked the realistic approach they took to combat in Kingdom Come and now I know where it comes
from and a bit about the people behind it.

p.s I have let myself go physically and after watching this I am quite pumped to take up some form of martial arts or
maybe even fencing if its possible where I live. I really need to get myself active again and get in some decent shape!

p.p.s Watch it maybe it will inspire you too!

. Pros:
- Sokoban derivative.
- Aesthetics was actually pleasing for a puzzle game.
- Challenging.

Cons:
- Undo would have been useful.
- Music was uninspired, ended up turning it off.
- One of the achievement (We Don't Need Another Hero) basically forces you to replay the whole game if you mess it
up the first time, like I did. Went much faster the second time, but still a pita.. Worth it for achievements :') It is a luck
game...I hate that ;w;
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Too much water
8/8. While I've only played for about half an hour at this point, I'm having a blast with Gunpowder. Even gave the hubby a laugh
when he asked: "What are the pigs?" "Well, those are the bag guy's piggy banks." "Why are you blowing them up?" "So he can't
finance his world take-over plans, of course!"

I'm enjoying the puzzles. They start simple to learn the mechanics, then increase in difficulty at a good rate. They aren't so
difficult that I pull my hair out, but neither to I always get best time + 3 piggies on the first try.

My only gripe with Gunpowder: the sound! I like to keep background\/environment sound on while playing games but at a
minimal level, with sound effects just above that. Gunpowder is an all-or-nothing setup for sound, and I was nearly blown out of
my chair when it started up! The default volume was WAY too high! Even the sound effects were blasting. So that I had some
game sound, I had to turn my system volume and speakers nearly down to nothing so I could play without wincing. My hope is
that there will be an update later on to incorporate volume sliders.

Overall I'm enjoying Gunpowder, and would recommend it to anyone who likes puzzle games to pass the time.. Don't buy this
game unless the developer takes time to fix the bugs. It is impossible to complete the game because there are bugs on the last
level. Tried to play the game just for fun from the start again and now I can't get off the first level due to the sight in the aim
being off. Reached out to the developer originally to inform of the fault of which he kindly replied, however since... nothing
and I've waited weeks as I am sure everyone else has. Short but sweet(if it were fully playable) .. Hold off from buying. I would
like a refund, but as I waited past the 2 week deadline, I'm stuck with it.. Fruits inc 1 is bugged.
You can't play the game past level 1.6 without cheating by edding the levels to obtain the needed resources.
Too bad.

Fruits inc 2 works, but it less of a challenge and less fun.. I just like it
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